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INTRODUCTION
Supervised learning can be formally described as an optimization problem of minimization of error functionals over parameterized sets of input-output functions computable by a given computational model. Various learning algorithms iteratively modify parameters of the model until sufficiently small values of error functionals are achieved and the corresponding input-output function of the model sufficiently well fits to the training data.
However, such algorithms in their best only achieve good fit to the training data. It has been proven that for typical computational units such as sigmoidal perceptrons and Gaussian kernels, sufficiently large networks can exactly interpolate any sample of data (Ito, 1992; Michelli, 1986) . Data are often noisy and networks perfectly fitting to randomly chosen training samples may be too much influenced by the noise and may not perform well on data that were not chosen for training. Thus various attempts to modify error functionals to improve so called "generalization capability" of the model has been proposed. In 1990s, Girosi and Poggio (Girosi and Poggio, 1990) introduced into learning theory a method of regularization as a means of improving generalization. They considered modifications of error functionals based on Tikhonov regularization which adds an additional functional, called stabilizer, which penalizes undesired properties of input-output functions such as high-frequency oscillations (Girosi et al., 1995) . In practical applications, various simple stabilizers have been successfully used such as seminorms based on derivatives (Bishop, 1995) or sum or square of output weights (Fine, 1999; Kecman, 2001) .
Regularization was developed in 1970s as a method of improving stability of solutions of certain problems from physics called inverse problems, where unknown causes (e.g., shapes of functions, forces or distributions) of known consequences (measured data) have to be found. These problems has been studied in applied science, such as acoustics, geophysics and computerized tomography (see, e.g., (Hansen, 1998) ). To solve such a problem, one needs to know how unknown causes determine known consequences, which can often be described in terms of an operator. In problems originating from physics, dependence of consequences on causes is usually described by integral operators (such as those defining Radon or Laplace transforms (Bertero, 1989; Engl et al., 1999) ). As some problems do not always have exact solutions or have solutions which are unstable with respect to noise, various methods of finding approximate solutions and improving its stability has been developed.
Also minimization of empirical and expected error functionals with quadratic loss functions can be formulated as inverse problems. But the operators representing problems of finding unknown input/output functions approximating well training data are quite different from typical operators describing inverse problems from applied science. In this paper, we show that application of methods from theory of inverse problems to learning from data leads to choice od reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces as ambient function spaces. In these spaces, characterization of functions minimizing error functionals follows easily from basic results on pseudosolutions and regularized solutions. These characterizations have been proven earlier using other methods, such as Fréchet derivatives (Wahba, 1990; Cucker and Smale, 2002; Poggio and Smale, 2003) or operators with fractional powers (Cucker and Smale, 2002) , but reformulation of minimization of error functionals in terms of inverse problems allows much simpler and transparent proofs. It also provides a unifying framework showing that an optimal regularized solution of the minimization task differs from a non regularized one merely in coefficients of linear combinations of computational units. Thus representation of learning as inverse problems provides a useful tool for theoretical investigation of properties of kernel and radial-basis networks. It characterizes optimal input-output functions of these computational models and enables to estimate effects of regularization.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives basic concepts and notations on learning from data. In section 3, basic terminology and tools from theory of inverse problems are introduced. In section 4, these tools are applied to description of theoretically optimal input-output functions in learning from data over networks with kernel units.
ERROR FUNCTIONALS WITH QUADRATIC LOSS FUNCTIONS
In statistical learning theory, learning from data has been modeled as a search for a function minimizing the expected error functional defined by data described by a probability measure. For X a compact subset of R d and Y a bounded subset of R, let ρ be a non degenerate (no nonempty open set has measure zero) probability measure on Z = X ×Y . The expected error functional (sometimes also called expected risk or theoretical error) determined by ρ is defined for
The most common loss function is the quadratic loss defined as
We shortly denote by E ρ the expected error with the quadratic loss, i.e.,
Learning algorithms use a discretized version of the expected error called the empirical error. It is determined by a training sample z = {(
. . , m} of input-output pairs of data and a discrete probability measure p = {p(i) | i = 1, . . . , m} on the set {1, . . . ,
Similarly as in the case of expected error, we denote by E z,p the empirical error with the quadratic loss function, i.e.,
One of many advantages of the quadratic loss function is that it enables to reformulate minimization of expected and empirical error as minimization of distances from certain "optimal" functions.
It is easy to see and well-known (Cucker and Smale, 2002 ) that the minimum of E ρ over the set M (X) of all bounded ρ-measurable functions on X is achieved at the regression function f ρ defined for (Cucker and Smale, 2002, p.5) 
So on the function space L 2 ρ X (X), the expected error functional E ρ with the quadratic loss can be represented as the square of the L 2
Also the empirical error functional can be represented in terms of a distance from a certain function. Let X z = {x 1 , . . . , x m } with all x i distinct and
So minimization of the empirical error E z,p is a search for a function, the restriction on X z of which has a smallest l 2 p -distance from the function h z defined by the sample z.
INVERSE PROBLEMS IN LEARNING
The representations (1) and (2) (Bertero, 1989) ) determined by A is to
If for every g ∈ Y there exists a unique solution f ∈ X , which depends continuously on data, then the inverse problem is called well-posed. So for a wellposed inverse problem, there exists a unique inverse operator A
by the Banach open map theorem (Friedman, 1982, p.141 ) A −1 is continuous, too. However, a continuous dependence of solutions on data may not always guarantee robustness against a noise. Stability has been measured by behavior of eigenvalues of A and the condition number defined for a well-posed problem given by an operator A as cond(A) = A A −1 . Problems with large condition numbers are called illconditioned.
When for some g ∈ Y no solution exists, at least one can search for a pseudosolution f o , for which A( f o ) is a best approximation to g among elements of the range of A, i.e.,
Theory of inverse problems overcomes ill-posedness by using so called normal pseudosolutions instead of solutions and in addition it also overcomes illconditioning by using various regularized solutions. Tikhonov's regularization (Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977) replaces the problem of minimization of the functional A(.) − g 2 Y with minimization of
where Ψ is a functional called stabilizer and the regularization parameter γ plays the role of a trade-off between an emphasis on a proximity to data and a penalization of undesired solutions expressed by Ψ. A typical choice of a stabilizer is the square of the norm on X , for which Tikhonov regularization minimizes the functional 
) denote the inclusion operator. By the representation (1), we have
So the problem of minimization of E ρ over H is equivalent to the inverse problem defined by the inclusion operator J for the data f ρ .
To reformulate minimization of E z,p as an inverse problem, define for the input sample x = (x 1 , . . . ,
It is easy to check that for every f :
PSEUDOSOLUTIONS AND REGULARIZED SOLUTIONS
Originally, properties of pseudoinverse and regularized inverse operators were described for operators between finite dimensional spaces, where such operators can be represented by matrices (Moore, 1920; Penrose, 1955) . In 1970s, the theory of pseudoinversion was extended to the infinite-dimensional case -it was shown that similar properties as the ones of Moore-Penrose pseudoinverses of matrices also hold for pseudoinverses of continuous linear operators between Hilbert spaces (Groetch, 1977) . The reason is that continuous operators have adjoint operators
These adjoints play an important role in a characterization of pseudosolutions and regularized solutions. In the next section, we will see that that for proper function spaces, adjoints of evaluation and inclusion operators used in representations (4) and (5) can be easily described.
First we recall some basic results from theory of inverse problems from (Bertero, 1989, pp.68-70) and (Groetch, 1977, pp.74-76 
for every g ∈ Y , AA + (g) = π clR (g), and
Moreover, for every γ > 0, there exists a unique operator A
where I X , I Y denote the identity operators. For every g ∈ Y , for which A + (g) exists, lim γ→0 A γ (g) = A + (g).
Formulas (6) and (7) combined with representations (4) and (5) provide useful tools for description of optimal input-output functions in learning from data. However, there is a restriction on computational models requiring that input-output functions belong to suitable function spaces with an inner product where evaluation functionals are continuous. The space L 2 ρ X (X) is a Hilbert space (it has an inner product) but it is easy to see that evaluation functionals on this space are not continuous (it contains sequences of functions with the same norm with diverging evaluations at zero). This space is too large, but it contains suitable subspaces formed by functions with limited oscillations. These spaces contain input-output functions computable by networks with kernel and radial units, in particular Gaussian radialbasis networks with any fixed width. They have became popular due to the use of kernels in support vector machines, but they were studied in mathematics since 1950 (Aronszajn, 1950) . Since 1990s, they were considered as useful ambient function spaces in data analysis (Wahba, 1990) . These spaces are called Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces (RKHS) because each such space is uniquely determined by a symmetric positive semidefinite kernel K : X × X → R. For their theory and applications see, e.g., (Schölkopf and Smola, 2002 ). Here we just recall that a RKHS determined by K, denoted H K (X), contains all linear combinations of functions of the form K(., v) : X → R, v ∈ X, defined as K(., v)(u) = K(u, v) (these functions are called representers and they are generators of the linear space H K (X), see, e.g., (Wahba, 1990; Cucker and Smale, 2002) ). The RKHS H K (X) is endowed with an inner product defined on generators as
A paradigmatic example of a kernel is the Gaussian kernel K(u, v) = e − u−v 2 . A RKHS defined by the Gaussian kernel contains all linear combinations of translations of Gaussians, so it contains inputoutput functions of radial-basis networks with Gaussian radial functions with a fixed width.
The role of kernel norms as stabilizers in Tikhonov's regularization (3) can be intuitively well understood in the case of convolution kernels, i.e., kernels K(x, y) = k(x − y) defined as translations of a function k : R d → R, for which the Fourier transformk is positive. For such kernels, the value of the stabilizer . 2
So when lim ω →∞ 1/k(ω) = ∞, the stabilizer . 
So the output-weight regularization widely used for its simplicity in practical applications guarantees a decrease of the stabilizer .
2
K and thus penalizes solutions with high-frequency oscillations.
MINIMA OF ERROR FUNCTIONALS
Reformulations (4) and (5) of minimizations of error functionals as inverse problems together with equations (6) and (7) allow us to describe properties of theoretically optimal solutions of minimization of error functionals with the quadratic loss.
The next theorem describes minimima of the expected error E ρ and of its Tikhonov regularization E ρ,γ,K = E ρ + γ . 2 K . It shows that for every γ > 0 there exists a unique function f γ minimizing E ρ,γ,K and that this function is the image of the regression function f ρ under an integral operator L K γ with a modified kernel
, where λ i and φ i are the eigenvalues of the operator L K .
The essential part of the proof of this theorem is showing that the adjoint J * K of the inclusion
is the integral operator L K . This allows application of the equations (6) and (7). The formula
describing the regularized solution can be called the Representer Theorem in analogy to a similar result describing the minimum point of the regularized empirical error functional. This theorem was derived in (Cucker and Smale, 2002, p.42) , where it was formulated as
However, the formulation (9) might be misleading as K diverge. Here we derived the description of the regularized solution (8) easily as a straightforward consequence of well-known properties of Tikhonov's regularization, while in (Cucker and Smale, 2002, pp.27-28 ) the formula (9) was derived using results on operators with fractional powers.
By Theorem 1, when the regression function f ρ X is not in the function space H K (X) defined by the kernel K, then E ρ does not achieve a minimum on H K (X). However, for every regularization parameter γ > 0, the regularized functional E ρ,γ,K achieves a unique minimum equal to L K γ ( f ρ ). Theorem 1 also shows how regularization modifies coefficients {w i } in the representation of the regression The next theorem describes minima od empirical error functional and its regularized modification. We use the notation
By K [x] is denoted the Gram matrix of the kernel K with respect to the vector x, i.e., the matrix
, and by I the identity m × m matrix.
Theorem 2 . Let K : X × X → R be a symmetric positive semidefinite kernel, m be a positive integer, z = (x, y) with x = (x 1 , . . . , x m ) ∈ X m , y = (y 1 , . . . , y m ) ∈ R m , with x 1 , . . . , x m distinct, and p be a discrete probability measure on {1, . . . , m}, then
(ii) for all γ > 0, there exists a unique f γ minimiz-
The essential part of the proof of this theorem is description of the adjoint L *
, which together with equations (6) and (7) gives the description of functions minimizing the empirical error and its regularization. Theorem 2 shows that for every kernel K, every sample of empirical data z and discrete probability measure p, there exists a function f + minimizing the empirical error functional E z,p over the whole RKHS defined by K. This function is formed by a linear combination of the representers K x 1 , . . . , K x m of input data x i , i.e.,it has the form The characterization of regularized solution minimization of empirical error in reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces was derived in (Wahba, 1990) using Fréchet derivatives (see also (Cucker and Smale, 2002) , (Poggio and Smale, 2003) ). Our proof based on characterization of the adjoint L * x of the evaluation operator L x is much simpler and it also include the non regularized case and thus it shows the effect of regularization.
Theorem 2 shows that increase of "smoothness" of the regularized solution f γ is achieved by merely changing the coefficients of the linear combination.
In the non regularized case, the coefficients are obtained from the output data vector y using the MoorePenrose pseudoinverse of the Gram matrix K [x] , while in the regularized one, they are obtained using the inverse of the modified matrix K [x] + γI . So the regularization merely changes amplitudes, but it preserves the finite set of basis functions from which the solution is composed. In many practical applications, there are used networks with much smaller number n of units than the size of the training sample of data m. However, characterization of theoretically optimal solutions achievable over networks with large numbers of units (equal to the sizes m of training data) can be useful in investigation on dependence of quality of approximation of such optimal solutions by suboptimal ones obtainable over smaller models (Vito et al., 2005; Kůrková and Sanguineti, 2005a; Kůrková and Sanguineti, 2005b 
